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through the night, dark and drear (2021) - Magnuson
through the night, dark and drear is a re-telling of the famous Schubert song Erlkönig
except this time the narrative is told exclusively from the perspective of the
father.
The original poem and song famously tells the tale of a father and young child
who are pursued on horseback by a, seemingly, gaseous and perhaps very-muchso not real evil spirit, The Elf King. The young child screams to the father about
the horrors that he sees and hears in the woods, and the Elf King whispers
seductively to the young child, attempting to lure him away into his dark realm.
Following an introduction that serves to set up the narrative, telling the tale just
before the ride through the woods begins, through the night takes the same
formal shape of the original, with all the major beats still present. However, the
seductive messages of the Elf King, unheard by the father in the original, are
heard here, but are filtered and warped, completely distorted from the alien and
alarmingly major presentation in the original Schubert. It is as if the father is
straining to hear the un-hearable, peering into the mist trying to glimpse a
shadow's shadow, desperately wanting to understand the concerns of his child.
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Much like the original, things do not end well for our family, and we are
reminded, once again, that there is likely much more to our world than meets the
eye and that we should heed the warnings and concerns of the least amongst us.
Commissioned by Dr. Anne McNamara, through the night, dark and drear was
composed by fellow Illinois State University faculty member, Dr. Roy Magnuson
for the ISU trumpet studio to compete with at the 2022 National Trumpet
Competition.

This recital is in partial fulfillment of the
graduation requirements for the degree
Master of Music Performance.
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Concerto in Eb (1750) - Neruda

Please silence all electronics for the duration of the concert. Thank you.

Concerto in E-flat (1750)

Johann Baptist Georg Neruda

I. Allegro
II. Largo
III. Vivace

(1711-1776)

Légende (1906)

Georges Enescu
(1881-1955)
~Intermission~

Concerto for Trumpet and Wind Ensemble (2013)
I. Aggressive
II. Languid, luxurious, molto rubato
III. Broadly, with motion

Michael Mikulka

(b.1985)

Czech composer, Johann Baptist Georg Neruda originally composed his
Concerto in Eb for the corno-da-caccia (hunting horn). For the corno-d-caccia to
sound properly, trumpet players or high horn players were called upon to play
the instrument, and this historical preference would be the catalyst for the
concerto's inclusion to the limited classical trumpet repertoire. This concerto
follows the standard fast-slow-fast format that would become standard of the
long 18th century. With the entire Concerto centered around Eb major, Neruda
makes great use of the entire instrument’s range from his fantastic melodic
writing and discovery of the brass sound blossoming in a string orchestra setting.
Légende (1906) - Enescu
Originally written as a competition piece for students at the Paris Conservatory,
Enescu’s Légende is known as one of the best collaborative pieces for trumpet
and piano. This piece sets the audience in a mist-shrouded atmosphere and
encourages the listener to allow their own story to unfold from the setting. This
dark atmosphere is broken up by sections of light shining through and breaking
the mood, allowing for stark changes of contrast of the lyrical versus virtuosic
sections. Ending with soft, haunting muted trumpet, Enescu also poses a great
challenger to the player in their ability to shift colors throughout his piece.
Concerto for Trumpet and Wind Ensemble (2013) - Mikulka

through the night, dark and drear (2021)
Jeri Blade, trumpet
Seth Marshall, trumpet
Ryan Valdivia, trumpet
KT Freimuth, trumpet
Christian McLaughlin, trumpet

Roy Magnuson
(b.1983)

Premiered in 2014 by Travis Heath and the Northeastern Illinois University
Concert Band, Mikullka’s Concerto for Trumpet stands out amongst other pieces
in the same genres for his use of jazz language throughout the piece. From quick,
flashy lead playing, to a slow, sultry, night club ballad, Mikulka stretches the
demand for the player with his inventive writing. The 1st movement,
“aggressive” lays down the jazz feel right out the gate and never lets up until the
“languid, luxurious” 2nd movement. This 2nd movement is stunningly elegant
with Mikulka’s use of written rubato throughout, but still with plenty of
expressive opportunities to be taken by the performer. In the third movement,
he brings the listener back to the lead trumpet sound and borrows from the first
movement to bring this concerto to a climactic close.

